The Creates in the Sea
Tune: *The Wheels on the Bus*

The sharks in the sea go Chomp, chomp, chomp; Chomp, chomp, chomp; Chomp, chomp, chomp.
The sharks in the sea go Chomp, chomp, chomp; All day long.

Other Verses:
The dolphins in the sea go jump and splash....
The starfish in the sea go creep, creep, creep....
The crabs in the sea go pinch, pinch, pinch....
The clams in the sea go open and shut....
The children at the sea play in the sand....

Swimming Through the Ocean
Tune: *Ring Around the Rosie*
Swimming through the ocean (place hands on head like a dorsal fin)
Caudal fin in motion (wiggle your bottom like a shark’s tail)
Splashes! Splashes! (clap hands)
All get out! (jump out of the water)

One Little Blue Shark
Tune: *Bubble, Bubble Pop!*

One little blue shark
Swimming in the water
Swimming in the water
Swimming in the water
One little blue shark
Swimming in the water
Bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble POP!
The Itsy Bitsy Spider
The Itsy Bitsy Spider went up the water spout… (sing in a little squeaky voice)
The Big Fat Hairy Spider went up the water spout… (sing in a deep voice)
The Quick, Speedy Spider went up the water spout… (sing the whole verse really fast)
The Really Slow Spider went up the water spout… (sing the whole verse really really slow)
The Very Sad Spider went up the water spout… (sing in a melancholy voice)
The Very Happy Spider went up the water spout… (sing in a happy upbeat way)

Spider Catches a Fly
The spider catches a fly
The spider catches a fly
Hi ho the dairy-o
The spider catches a fly

...continue with different bugs

There’s a Spider on the Floor
Tune: If You’re Happy and You Know It

There’s a Spider on the floor, on the floor.
There’s a spider on the floor, on the floor.
There’s a spider on the floor, it just crawled in through the door,
There’s a spider on the floor, on the floor.

...there’s a spider on my shoe, and I don’t know what to do!...
...there’s a spider on my knee, and it’s looking right at me!...
...there’s a spider on my tummy, and I really want my mommy...
...there’s a spider on my head, and I’m feeling full of dread...
and then it jumps down!
...there’s a spider on the floor, I’m not worried any more...

Four Little Bugs
Tune: Five Little Ducks

One little bug went out to play,
On a spider’s web one day.
He had ever so much fun,
He called for another bug to come.

Two little bugs went out to play....
Three little bugs went out to play...

Four little bugs went out to play,
On a spider’s web one day.
They got stuck, all in a bunch.
And along came spider, in time for lunch!